Additional Extras
VISUAL
Light Up Letter Hire

£70.00 Each

Firstly the Light Up Letter Hire with every letter in the alphabet available you can decide what you spell out with our giant 5ft LED Letters.
Secondly whether they are being used to spell out somebody’s name, the # of a special event or a store or product launch these units are
perfect for your special occasion. Furthermore these stunning effects have incredible true white LED’s and are the perfect addition to any event.

Rustic Love Letters

£200.00

Our brand new rustic style LOVE Letters are now available to hire. Firstly standing at a stunning 5ft high with true bright white LED’S and a
wooden finish. Secondly these units are made to an incredibly high standard. These are a must have addition to any wedding or celebration.
These look stunning and work especially well in a barn environment but can be used in any type of venue

65" Tevisions

Custom Monogram
Wall / Floor Light

£80.00 Each

£80.00

UPLIGHTS
6 x Wireless LED Uplighters

£150.00

Our Wireless LED Uplighters are supplied in units of 6, are wireless and get placed on the floor to wash your venues walls in colour. The Chrome
mirror finishing allows these units to blend into any environment.
These will run for up to 8-12 hours depending on the colour and setting. Also set to a colour of your choosing. Furthermore these lights will wash
your walls and give a glow of colour around the room.

Additional Extras
Dance Floor
12ft x 12ft White Starlit Dance Floor £600.00

24ft x 24ft White Starlit Dance Floor

£POA

12ft x 12ft Black Starlit Dance Floor

24ft x 24ft Black Starlit Dance Floor

£POA

£600.00

Are you looking for that ‘wow’ factor? That something that will make your guests drop their jaw? Then look no further. This elegant, glossy, dance
floor is one of the most unique items offered in the event industry. When your guests walk into the room and see our glossy starlit dance floor as
a focal point they will be impressed.
Firstly the starlit dance floor has an acrylic top so any ambient lighting just bounces off of this beautiful floor.Secondly our starlit dance floor
consists of white LED lights which can also be controlled to twinkle at various speeds.

SPECIAL EFFECTS - FOG
Arcus 2000 Low Fog Effect

£120.00

The Arcus 2000 low fog effect hire is a low lying smoke effect that covers the floor in fog. Producing a
thick, low-lying cloud that hugs the floor. This makes the Arcus absolutely perfect for a first dance at a
wedding or entrance to your event. In addition this is also incredibly popular at spooky Halloween
productions.
Note that the aluminium block heats up fast, in approximately 4 minutes. Additionally the ultrasonic
agitator transforms distilled water into a thin mist. As well as that it comes with on-board control
features, along with a 6 push button menu and including DMX. Also includes a digital display,
providing a versatile and intuitive operation. Furthermore a wireless remote control included in the
hire.

VISUL

Besides this the machine is supplied with 10L of deionised water and 1.3L of low fog fluid.

Cumulus Low Fog Machine

£150.00

Our Chauvet Cumulus Low Fog Machine is a low lying smoke effect that covers the floor in fog. The
Cumulus is an event-ready, low-lying fog machine that creates thick clouds that hug the floor and it
does not require any need for dry ice resulting in no health and safety issues. The on board ultrasonic
agitator converts distilled water into a thin mist. Continuous operation produces fog on demand and
the unit’s fast heat up time allows for quick operation therefore releasing fog quickly when required.
This machine is similar to our Arcus 2000 low fog effect. The main difference is that the cumulus is a
more powerful low fog effect that will fill the required area at a quicker pace almost certainly making
this more suitable when a large area needs to be filled extremely quickly.
Supplied with 10L of Deionised water and 3.25L of Low Fog fluid.

Additional Extras
SPECIAL EFFECTS - SMOKE / HAZE
Vertical Smoke Machine

£60.00

The incredible Chauvet Geyser™ RGB vertical smoke machine hire blasts coloured smoke into the air
at the touch of a button. This is a unique fog effect that also adds a touch of drama to any
performance or event. Additionally this powerful machine blasts a vertical stream of safe, water-based
fog while simultaneously illuminating it. Furthermore it features 21 high-power (3 W) LED’s. Also a
combination of red, green and blue LED’s resulting in allowing you to easily mix the perfect colour to
illuminate the fog. In addition to this a wireless remote control is provided. Therefore allowing you to
activate the smoke whilst at a reasonable distance. Especially a great effect to use at Halloween.

VISUL

Finally these machines have been used on a number of different events including Gender Reveal
Parties, Batmitzvah’s, Barmitzvah’s, Boxing entrances and performances.
Supplied in pairs and with 2.5L of fluid. The fluid supplied will last for approximately 20 minutes when
used continuously, however this machine is designed to be used on and off in short bursts, with the
remote control provided. Additional fluid can be purchased in 5L bottles for £20.00 + VAT

Haze Machine

£40.00

The Prolight Hurricane haze machine hire 1DX creates a light water-based haze. This will enhance any
light show, the haze output speed can be adjusted.
Supplied with 1L of fluid that will last for a number of hours when used on and off.

Smoke Machine

£20.00

Used to enhance your lighting effects and also give atmosphere to your event.

SPECIAL EFFECTS - FLAMES
LED 2.5 metre Flame Machine

£120.00

The Prolight LED 2.5 metre flame machine hire is an LED silk flame effect supplied in pairs. These
effects are quite realistic and as they are LED they produce no heat at all. These are also the coolest
most advanced silk flame machines we have ever seen.
These units are ideal for incorporation with other mood enhancing lighting. These include any of our
LED uplighters and are also perfect for Weddings, Halloween and any type of special event. These are
supplied in pairs and require a mains supply.
Not suitable for outdoor use

2.5 metre Silk Flame Machine

£120.00

The 2.5 metre Silk Flame Machine Hire is a realistic looking silk flame effect, supplied in pairs.
The Towering Inferno is big…. In addition this is our largest flame at a total height of approximately 2.5
metre including the casing. Hugely popular when the wow effect is required. Used at many events,
widely used at Halloween, no actual flame is present so they do not pose any sort of fire risk. The
machines look incredibly realistic.
Supplied in pairs. NOT suitable for outdoor use.

Additional Extras
SPECIAL EFFECTS - SNOW
Snow Machine

£100.00

The Snow Machine hire is a realistic snow machine which produces abundant amounts of very realistic imitation
snow over an area of several meters. In addition it will lay provided the ground is dry. Furthermore it has a two
speed fan to adjust the coverage area. To improve coverage place machine as high up as possible. Finally this
could either be on a lighting tripod or perhaps through an upstairs open window.
Supplied with a 10 meter cabled remote control for on/off and snow flow rate. It also comes with 5L of fluid which
is enough for 30-40 minutes of continuous use on full power. Additional fluid may be purchased if required in 5L
bottles. The running time can be significantly increased by reducing the output , although most clients tell us that
you really get the wow factor with the machine on maximum.

Outdoor Snow Machine

£160.00

Our Antari S-500 outdoor snow machine hire is an incredibly realistic snow machine suitable for indoor and also
outdoor use. Its main body and 20-Liter fluid tank are placed inside a road case, supplied on wheels. Also 20 Litres
of snow fluid is provided with the machine. This incredible machine can be used indoors or outdoors.
The machine has a digital display to set the power output of the snow between 0-100%. When set to 100% it will
use the fluid supplied in 45 minutes and would give the effect of a blizzard. If you reduce the output to around
20-30% you will get the effect of falling snow and the duration of use will increase.
The nozzle is connected by a 10-Meter long hose which can be easily rigged on a standard truss or tripod stand.
In addition the 10-Meter hose also delivers air and snow fluids to the nozzle. Furthermore to get the right snow
effects needed users can adjust the air volume and also the fluid flow rate. Therefore you can create anything
from fine snow to full blizzards.
To keep noise levels to a minimum it also has a blower built into the flight case and has an extremely high output.
It is also the most powerful snow machine that we stock.
This machine really is amazing and has been used on a number of different events and occasions. These include
Christmas grotto’s, choirs, weddings, video shoots and photo shoots.
Additional snow fluid can be purchased in 5L bottles for £20 + VAT

CONFETTI MACHINE
Funfetti Confetti Machine
Our Chauvet Funfetti Confetti Machine is a wireless remote controlled confetti launcher.
One 250 g shot of confetti is provided. If required you can purchase additional confetti

Multi - £50.00

White - £50.00

Gender Reveal Confetti Machine

Silver - £55.00

Gold - £55.00

£50.00

Our new Chauvet Funfetti Gender Reveal Confetti Machine hire is a wireless remote
control confetti launcher. Supplied with either Blue or pink confetti. This amazing Confetti
Machine is available for you to hire for your next event.
This machine includes blue or pink confetti as this product has been especially popular at
baby gender reveal parties.
One 250g shot of confetti is provided. If required you can purchase additional confetti.

